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JOHN HENRY LAMBERT. 

BY DR. GEORGE BRUCE HALSTED. 

XOHN HENRY LAMBERT was born August 29, 1728, at Muehlhausen in 
Alsace. Through unaided study he mastered the then ordinary mathemat- 
ics. In 1745 he became secretary to Professor Iselin editor of a news- 

paper at Basel, wvho three years later obtained his appointment as private tutor 
to the family of the Swiss President A. von Salis of Coire. 

After completing with his pupils a tour of two years duration through 
Goettingen, Utrecht, Paris, Marseilles, and Turin, he resigned his position in 
1759 and settled at Augsburg, Afterward Munich. Erlangen, Coire, Leipzig 
became for brief successive intervals his home. 

Finally in 1764 he settled in Berlin, and was elected a member of the 
Royal Academy of Sciences. 

He died of consuimption on September 25th, 1777. Among his muost re 
markable works are Pyrometrie (Berlin, 1779) a systematic treatise on heat- 
Photometria (Augsburg, 1760); In8igrniorea orbitae Cometartun proprietates 
(Augsburg, 1761). Beitrage ztim Gebrauche der Mathematis und deren An- 
wendune, (4 Vols. Berlin, 1765-72). 

It is to Lambert, another Leibnitz as to the variety and depth of his at- 
tainments and views, that is due the law of the conduction of heat in a small 
nmetallic bar exposed at one end to the constant action of a source of heat. 

Experiment confirmed his theoretic results, which become the basis of 
further researches and of the tremendously imnportant Theory of heat of the 
nmathematician Fouirier. 

Thougioh belonging to a time when the wonder-working Calculus 
lus and analytic mathematics dazzled all, yet Lambert, though the associate at 
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Berlin of Lagrange and Euiler, nevertleless retained the taste for puire geometry 
and understood how to make of it the most surprising applications. Ho 
demonstrated synthetically his celebrated theorem on the arcs of ellipses of the 
same major axis, described in the same time. His Freye Perspective, ptiblished 
ill 1759,and increased by a second part in 1773, makes use of this theory as of a 
geometric method and proves many theorems relating to the descriptive proper- 
ties of figures. He is the true forerunner of Monge. Again. the problem of 
the arithmetical quadrature of the circle is as old as mathematics. 

Lambert it was who first proved the task of the 7r-computers endless by 
demonstrating that it is irrational. This alone would have made him immortal. 
The proof.communicated by Lambert to the Berlin Academy of Sciences in 
1761 is reproduced in Note IV. of Legendre's Geometrie. 

Lamibert developed De Moivre's theorems on the trigonometry of com- 
plex variables and introduced the hyperbolic funictions which he designated by 
sin X, cosh x, &c. 

His work must therefore have attracted the especial attention of Gauiss, 
one of whose chief claims is the development of the theory of complex variables. 

In still another direction Lainbert deserved immortality. He was the 
originator of S mbolic Logic. 

[See my article Symbolie Logic in Johnston's New Universal Encyclo- 
paedia]. He fully recognized that the four algebraic operations, addition, sub- 
traction, multiplication, division, have each an analogue in logic, namely 
Zusarnmen2setzung, Absonderung, Bestzmrnmung, Abstraction., which may be sym- 
bolized by +,-, x, H. He also preceived the inverse nature of the second 
and fourth as compared with the first and third. He enunciates with perfect 
clearness the principal logic laws, such as the commutative and distrib.itive. 
He develops simple logical expressions precisely as.Boole did later. He inter- 
preted and represented hypothetical propositions precisely as Boole did. In one 
passage at least he recognized that the inverse process, marked by division, is 
an indeterminate one. 

Venn says: "To my thinkingf he and Boole stand quite supreme in this 
subject in the way of originality." Even Kant calls Lambert "der unver- 
gleicidche faun." 

In the very short and imperfect sketch of 1Lambert by F. W. Cornish of 
Eton College inserted in the Encyclopaedia Britannica in 1882 we read: "In 
Bernouilli and Hindenburo's iliagazin (t787-1788) he treats of the roots of equa- 
tions and of parallel lines." From this lover of pure geometry, this prophetic 
pioneer in logic, in mathematic, in their combination, that could only mean the 
non-Euclidean geometry. Anud so it was. 

The essay, "Zur Theorie der Parallellimen," was written in September, 
1766,but first published in 1786 by F. Bernouiilli (a kinsman of John Bernonilli) 
from the papers left by Lambert, and appears in the Leipziqer iMWagazin fuer 
reine unnd angewandte Miathematik, herausgegeben von J. Bernoulli und C. F. 
Hindenburg, erster Jahrgang, 1786, Seite 137 ff. 

In this remarkable work Lambert maintains: 
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(1) The Parallel-Axiom needs a proof, since it (loes not hol(d for the 
geometry on a sphere. 

(2) In order to bring before the perceptive intuiition a geometry in 
which the triangle's angle-sum is less than the two right angles we need the help 
of an "imaginary sphere." 

(3) In a space in which the triangle's angle-sum is different from two 
right angles, there is an absolute measure [a natural uinit for length]. 

Just as Lambert's celebrated memoir, "Vorlaetufie Kentnisse fuer die, so 
die Quadratur und Rectification des Circuls suchen," closed a question whose his- 
tory comprises four thousand years, and which. therefore pertains to the very 
oldest problems of mankind. so this essay of Lambert "Zur Theorie der Parall- 
ellinien" should have ended the equally, fruitless and almost equally ancient 
striving after a proof of the Postulatum of Euclid, the oralinary assumption for 
the treatment of parallels, or :Inythingf equivalent to it. Will one man ever 
again wound to the death two such dragons feeding for centuries on human 
l)raiJns! 

In a review of my translation of Vasiliev's Address on Lobachevski Mr. 
Charles S. Pierce says in The .Nation, April 4th, 1895; "However, G,Iuss was 
not the first discoverer. Lambert in 1785, in. a printed book, spoke plainly of 
a space wbere the angles of a triangle should sum up to less than 180 degrees, 
and mentions one of its most remarkable properties. Guass most likely knew 
of thie.&' 

Shotuld this be so, the last claim left to be made for Guass in the deter- 
mined and persistent endeavor of his German admirers to keep him )rominent- 
ly figuring in the history of the greatest achievmiient of modern cutlture, the 
non-Euclidean geometry, namely the claim that he wvas the first to recognize 
with complete clearness the uselessness of all attempts to prove tll eleventh 
axiom, becomes meaningless. 

INTRODUCTION TO SUBSTITUTION GROUPS. 

By G. A. MILLER, Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics, University of Miohigan, Ann Arbor, Miohigan.. 

(Contirnuedfrom, the June Number.) 

In what precedes we have endeavored to convey some of the most im- 
portant general concepts in regar(d to the theory of substitution grouips, we 
proceed to some more special concepts leadinz up to the branch of this subject 
which we desire to pursuie first, viz. the constriwttion of the substitution groups. 
containing a given number of letters. 

We shall not aim at a rigorous development of any part of the subject 
hut rather at conveying some of the most fruitfuil concepts and thus to aid (1) 
those who desire to form a good general idea of the subject without entering 
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